This paper investigates a method to represent database objects as typed expressions in programming languages. A simple typed language supporting non-flat records, higher-order relations, and natural join expressions is defined. A denotational semantics of this language is then presented. Expressions are interpreted into a domain containing Smyth's powerdomain. In order to give semantics to types, a new model of types, a filter model is proposed. Types are then interpreted as filters in a domain. The type inference system of the language is shown to be sound in this model. Abstract This paper investigates a method to represent database objects as typed expressions in programming languages. A simple typed language supporting non-flat records, higher-order relations, and natural join expressions is defined. A denotational semantics of this language is then presented. Expressions are interpreted into a domain containing Smyth's powerdomain. In order to give semantics to types, a new model of types, a filter model is proposed. Types are then interpreted as filters in a domain. The type inference system of the language is shown to be sound in this model.
Introduction
There are a number of attempts to generalize the relational data model beyond first-nomal-form relations [FT83, OY85, RKS841 ; there are also other data models that can be seen as generalizations of the relational data model [AB84, BK86] . The motivation of this study is to draw out the connection between these "higher-order" relations and data types in programming languages so that we can develop a strongly typed programming language in which these data structures are directly available as typed expressions.
We regard database objects as descriptions of real-world objects. Such descriptions are ordered by how well they describe real-world objects. Relations are then regarded as sets of descriptions describing sets of real-world objects. In [B087] , it is shown that natural join can be characterized as the least upper bound operation in Smyth's powerdomain of descriptions. Based on this result, we present a simple typed language that supports non-flat records, higher-order relations, and natural join expressions. We then present a denotational semantics of this language.
Expressions of the language are interpreted in a domain containing Smyth's powerdomain. In order to give semantics to types, we propose a filter model of types. We regard types as sets of values having common structures. In a domain of descriptions, such sets have properties that they are upward closed and they are closed under finite greatest lower bounds. We therefore interpret types as filters in a semantic domain and show the semantic soundness of the type system. The filter model is particularly suitable for types of partial objects. This model can also give precise semantics t o multiple inheritance studied by Cardelli [Card84] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce non-flat records t o represent database objects and define their ordering. We then introduce types of records and define their ordering. In section 3 we extend expressions, types, and their orderings t o sets to represent higher-order relations. We then show that natural join expressions can be generalized in typed higher-order relations. In section 4, we give a formal definition of our language. In section 5, we construct a semantic domain of expressions and give semantics to expressions. We then introduce the filter model of types and give semantics to types and show the soundness of the type inference system.
Database Objects as Records
We represent database objects as labeled record structures. Records are associations of labels and values. We assume that we are given a countable set L of labels and sets B1,. . . , Bn of primitive values such as the set of integers. Expressions for records are then inductively defined as:
1. b is an expression if b E Bi. The following is an example of an expression:
(Name -+ 'J. Doe', Emp# + 1234, Age + 21)
In database programming it is convenient to have nu12 values t o represent incomplete information. For example, we want to allow the following expression:
(Name -+ 'J. Doe', Emp# -+ 1234, Age + nullint) when the value of Age is unknown. In order to allow these null values we add the following rule: 3. nullB, is an expression.
One distinguishing property about these database objects is that they are ordered. The ordering comes from an assumption -usually unstated because it is so obvious -that they describe some realworld objects. As such descriptions, they are essentially incomplete. These incomplete descriptions are partially ordered by how well they describe real-world objects. In the relational data model this ordering was first observed by Zaniolo [Zani84] in connection with null values. The following is an example of this ordering:
(Name -+ ' J . Doe', Emp# + 1234) C (Name -i 'J. Doe', Emp# + 1234, Age + nullint) C (Name + 'J. Doe', Emp# -+ 1234, Age -+ 21) Formally we define: 2. nullB, C b for all b E B;. . . ,l, -+ en) 5 (11 + el,. . . ,Em + e',) whenever n < m and ei 5 ei for all l s i s n .
From this definition, it is easily seen that C is a partial ordering on expressions.
The least upper bound (lub) of this ordering corresponds to the conjunction of descriptions if they are compatible. For example, if el = (Name -+ 'J. Doe', Emp# -+ 1234) and e;! = (Emp# + 1234, Age -. 21) then el U en = (Name -t 'J. Doe', Emp# -+ 1234, Age -+ 21)
However, (Name -+ 'J. Doe', Emp# -+ 1234) U (Name + 'K. Smith') does not exist. As we shall see in the next section, natural join operation can be regarded as the lub operation extended to a powerdomain. This lub operation is also known as the unification in unification-based grammatical formalisms, where data are descriptions of linguistic entities (see [Shie85] for a survey). Next we define types for these expressions. Since each primitive set of values corresponds to a basic type and each label denotes certain set of values, types for expressions are defined as: These types can be regarded as specifications of structures of database objects. Since database objects are partial descriptions, these types should specify partial structures. A value is regarded as having a type if the value has the partial structure specified by the type. This observation leads us to define the following typing rules syntactically similar to the type system proposed by Cardelli Indeed the following typing is also valid:
(Name -+ 'J. Doe', Emp# -+ 1234, Age -+: 21) : (Name : string, Emp# : int)
In our type system, types therefore correspond to upward closed sets of values. Intuitively, this corresponds t o the fact that if a database object has certain structure then any better defined objects also have the structure. For example, if a database object has an attribute Name with the type string, then we expect that all better defined objects also have this structure. Now if we regard types as sets of values then the above typing rules induce an inclusion ordering on types. We define a syntactic relation i, on types to represent this ordering: As we shall see in the next section, this property, when extended to sets, provides types for generalized natural join expressions.
Relations as Sets of Records
Relations are sets of database objects and databases are sets of relations. We therefore want to allow sets of expressions themselves as expressions. Figure 1 shows a simple example of a relation and its representation as a set of expressions. In this section we extend expressions, types, and their orderings to sets.
Since individual expressions correspond to partial descriptions, sets of expressions correspond to sets of partial descriptions and presumably describe sets of real-world objects. We therefore want to treat these sets of descriptions as descriptions of sets of objects and to order them by their goodness of descriptions. If our primary interest in database programming is query processing or information retrieval from given set of data, then an appropriate ordering is: known as Smyth's powerdomain ordering. Intuitively, this is an ordering on sets of descriptions which "over-describe" real-world sets; a set contains enough descriptions t o describe all objects in a real-world set but may contain irrelevant descriptions. A Go B means that B is a less ambiguous { (Name -+ 'J. Doef, Age -+ 21, Emp# -t 1234), (Name + ' K . Smith', Age -+ 31, Emp# -. 5678) } Figure 1 : A relation and its representation as a set of expressions and better defined description to a real-world set. A query processing can then be regarded as a process which takes a set of descriptions D and return another set of descriptions A such that D Lo A. Indeed natural join and selection, the two major operations for query processing, have the property that they carry relations higher in this ordering. It should be noted, however, that this ordering is not appropriate for the ordering on databases themselves. If our interests are operations on databases such as database merging then we need other orderings. In [I30871 various properties of orderings on database sets, including this ordering were studied. If we restrict attentions to finite sets, then this theorem says that a set A is equivalent to the cochain of the set of minimal elements in A, where a co-chain is a set such that no member in the set is greater than any other member in the set. Thus we can use co-chains as canonical representatives of equivalence classes. Intuitive justification for this equivalence is that if an object x is in an answer t o a query then we know that any better defined object y such that x 5: y also satisfies the query.
Thus all better defined objects are redundant and can be eliminated from the answer.
We have seen that sets of expressions can be also regarded as descriptions and the approximation ordering C on expressions can be extended to sets of expressions. We can then include sets of expressions in our language and allow records to contain these sets as values. Since now sets are regarded as expressions ordered by G, by applying the same argument, we can further extend our language t o allow sets of sets of expressions as expressions. Indeed we can carry this extension process to any depth. In the syntax of the language this extension can be done by simply adding the rule:
4. {el,. . . , e k ) is an expression if el,. . . ,el, are expressions.
where we allow the empty set {} as an expression, since the empty set can be regarded as a valid response to a query. We call these expressions as set expressions. Set expressions are rega,rded
Figure 2: Higher-order relation as representatives of corresponding equivalence classes. The extended language not only allows simple relations such as the example in Figure 1 but also allows sets of relations and "higher-order" relations such as the example in Figure 2 .
In the previous section we have seen that the lub of expressions under the ordering C corresponds to the conjunction of descriptions. About the lub of the extended ordering on set expressions: 
The importance of this lub in connection with relational algebra is stated in the following theorem [B087] : We now turn our attentions t o types for database sets. As we extended expressions t o include set expressions, we extend our type systeni to include set types by adding the following rule to the syntax of types:
4 . { a l , . . . ,a,) is a type if 0 1 , . . .,an are types.
where we also allow {} for convenience.
We noted in the previous section that types specify partial structures of objects. For set types, this corresponds t o the following typing rule:
It is easy t o check that this typing rule yields an upward closed set in set expressions under our ordering on sets and the theorem 1 also holds.
This typing rule also induces an inclusion ordering on set types regarded as sets of values (i.e. sets of set expressions). In order t o represent this ordering, we first define the following pre-ordering on set types:
As before a partial ordering is obtained by defining equivalence relation z as a z a' iff a io a' and a' so a. Then by the definition of typing, a z a' iff for any e , e : a u e : a'. Therefore this equivalence relation exactly corresponds to the equality between types regarded as sets of values. We therefore regard set types as representatives of equivalence classes.
Parallel to theorem 4, we can show: Therefore set types can be also represented by co-chains.
Note that the definition of do is the inverse of the definition of Lo and the extended ordering 5 still corresponds t o the generality of specifications. If we replace a 5 u' with a' 5 a then we get the same definitions and properties for orderings on expressions and types.
We now extend the ordering relation 5 on types to set types using the partial ordering do on This theorem shows that we have successfully generalized natural join in typed higher-order relations. Figure 3 is an example of a natural join of typed higher-order relations.
Definition of the Language
In this section we give formal definition of our language supporting records, higher-order relations, and natural joins.
Expressions
We use E,ll,. . . for elements of L. The syntax of expressions is given by the following abstract syntax grammar: r1 ={(Pname -+ 'Nut', Supplier + { (Sname 4 'Smith', City + 'London'), (Sname -+ 'Jones', City --t 'Paris'), (Sname + 'Blake', City -+ 'Paris')}), (Pname -+ 'Bolt', Supplier -+ { (Sname -+ 'Blake', City 4 'Paris'), (Sname -t 'Adams', City --t 'Athens')))) : {(Pname : string, Supplier : {(Snarne : string, City : string)))) r2 ={(Pname -+ 'Nut', Supplier -+ {(City -+ 'Paris')}, Qty -+ loo), (Pname -+ 'Bolt', Supplier + {(City -+ 'Paris')), Qty i 200)) :{(Pname : string, Supplier : {(City : string)), Qty : int)) TI W r2 ={(Pname + 'Nut', Sz~pplier + { (Sname -+ 'Jones', City -+ 'Paris'), (Sname -+ 'Blake', City -+ 'Paris')), Qty -+ loo), (Pname -+ 'Bolt', Supplier -+ { (Sname -, 'Blake', City -+ 'Paris')), Qty -+ 200)) :{(Pname : string, Supplier : {(Sname : string, City : string)), Qty : int)) In order t o define axioms for set expressions and join expressions, (i.e. the expressions of the form {el,. . . ,en) W {ei, . . . , e',)), we first define the syntactic relation C on the sublanguage of expressions that do not contain dot expressions and join expressions as subexpressions.
e L e nullBi 5 bforall b E Bi ( 1 -+ 7 . . . , inn) C (ll-+e',, ..., l , + e~) i f n~m a n d e ;~e~f o r a l l l < i < n { I , . . . , en) C {ei, . . . , e; ) if Vet E {ei, . . . , e;).3e E {el, . . . , en).e E e'
The axiom for set expressions is then defined as:
Note that this rule induces an equivalence relation that makes E a partial ordering. Let U be the least upper bound of this partial ordering. The axiom for join expressions is defined as:
{ei, . . ., ei,) {ej,,.. . , ej,} = {e:, U e: , 11 5 k 5 n, 1 5 1 5 m, e:, U e;[ exists)
where e;,, eil are expressions that are equal to e;, , ej, respectively and do not contain dot expressions or join expressions as subexpressions. These rules also define a reduction process which eliminates dot expressions and join expressions and reduces set expressions to corresponding co-chain representatives.
Types
We assume that there are constant types 7 1 , . . . , rn associated with BIT.. . , B,. Then the syntax of types for expressions is defined by the following abstract syntax grammar: (if a, u1 are of the form { a l , . . . ,a,) ).
In order to define axioms of equality of types, we first define the syntactic relation 5 on the sublanguage of types that do not contain meet types (i.e. types of the form a A or): This equation makes 5 a partial ordering. Let n be the greatest lower bound of this partial ordering.
The axiom for meet types is then defined as: We say that I-e : a holds iff there is a proof of it using the above axioms and inference rules.
Based on this type inference system, we can define a typechecking function type that takes an expression e and returns a type of e if it is well typed otherwise returns error. type is defined inductively as follows: Then this typechecking function is correct with respect to our type inference system, i.e. we can prove the following theorem by induction on the structure of e:
Theorem 9 If type(e) = a then I-e : a holds.
This type inference system is not complete under the equality between expressions, i.e. this system does not have the property that if I-e : a and e = el then I-el : a because of W. Suppose I-el : a1 and I-e2 : a 2 hold and a l , a 2 are set types. Then by the rule join, I-el W e2 : a1 A a2 hold. However el W e2 may be equal to the empty set, which has any set types. Because of this incompleteness property, the function type does not necessarily return the most specific type (smallest type under 5 ) for a given expression e. We nevertheless think that type is an appropriate definition for static typechecking. To see this consider the following join expression e : {(Name : string, Age : int)} W el : {(Name : string, Emp# : int)) Although the result of the join may be empty set, we usually think that the type of the result relation is {(Name : string, Age : int, Emp# : int)).
Semantics of the Language
In this section we define a denotational semantics of the language. We first define a semantic domain for expressions and define a semantics of expressions. We then show that types are modeled by special subsets called filters in a domain and define a semantics of types. Finally we show the correctness of the type inference system with respect t o the semantics.
Semantic Domain
A semantic domain for expressions is given by a recursive domain equation containing flat domains B; for primitive values, total functions (L + V) for records, and Smyth's powerdomain F ( V ) for sets of descriptions.
where + is the separated sum domain constructor, B; = B; U { l a , } with ordering l a , E x for all x E B;, and w is used to interpret the wrong value. For P ( V ) we include 0, the empty set.
A solution of the equation (6) We use the following notations to represent elements in 2). It should be noted that the domain V is equipped with the ordering C. This ordering was originally introduced t o model computation. However, if we regard values in 2) as descriptions then this ordering corresponds to the approximation ordering on descriptions we discussed in section 2. We therefore believe that the domain ' D is an appropriate model of our language.
Semantics of Expressions
Let Expr be the set of expressions. We define a semantics of expressions by the semantic function: (9) are shown by the definition of & and theorem 10.
Semantics of Types
Types correspond to sets of expressions and expressions denote values in V . Therefore types should be interpreted as subsets of ID. In order to give semantics to types, we should first determine what kind of subsets correspond to types. One such model of types was proposed by MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi in [MPS86] where types were interpreted as ideals in D. Cardelli used this ideal model to give semantics to a type system supporting records, variants and subtype relation (inheritance) [Card84] . However, the ideal model is not suitable for our language; (i) it is not suitable for types for partial objects such as partial descriptions and (ii) the ordering on ideals does not agree with the ordering on our types.
To see (i) consider the expression e = (Name -+ ' J. Doe', Age + 21, Emp# + 1234). This expression should have the type a = (Name : string, Age : int, Emp# : int). If a corresponds to a downward closed set of values, then an expression such as (Name + 'J. Doe') also has the type a. Then the type system cannot eliminate expressions like (Name + 'J. Doet).Age.
To see (ii) consider the two types a1 = (Name : string,Sex : string) and a 2 = (Name : string, Emp# : int). The lub of these two is (Name : string). Then for their semantics we expect the following property should hold:
If we interpret types as ideals then [al] 
. However, the type (Name : string) does not correspond to the union of a1 and a 2 . For example (Name + 'J. Doe', Sex -+ 1, Emp# -+ 'ABC123') has the type (Name : string) but has neither the type a1 nor as. This problem arises even if a language does not contain partial values such as the language described in [Card84].
We regard types as subsets of values having common structures. As we have noted in section 2, subsets having common structures are upward closed sets. In addition t o this, we also require that common structures are preserved by finite glb's, the intuition being that the glb d n d' of two A non-empty subset F C V is a filter iff 
Note that F n F' dose not necessarily exist.
In order to interpret types in 3(2)), we define filter constructors corresponding to type constructors.
Records.
Let F l , . . . , Fn be filters in V. Define (11 + Fl,. . . , i n + Fn) = { (Il H f l , . . . , I , t+ f,)Jn < -m,f; E F ; , l s i s n ) . 
Since we interpret the domain constructor + as the separated sum domain constructor, f?; = ( I B i ) and is a filter in V not containing w. Then by propositions 11 and 13 it is immediately seen that 7 is well defined. Proposition 14 shows that equations between types are sound with respect to this semantics. Using propositions 12 and 14, we can show the soundness of ordering on types by induction on the structure of types: 3. If a n a' exists then T[a n a'] = Tho] n 7[at].
From this theorem, we see that the filter model is an appropriate model for our type system. It should be also noted that the filter model can give precise semantics to multiple inheritance. The problem of join types we have mentioned in the beginning of section 5 does not arise in this model.
Based on the semantics of types, we show that the type inference system is correct. Since our typechecking function is syntactically sound (theorem 9) with respect to the type inference system, we also get:
Corollary 17 If e is well typed expwssion (type(e) # error) then &[ej # w.
Conclusion and Future Work
By interpreting database objects as descriptions of real-world objects ordered by the goodness of descriptions, we have shown that non-flat records, higher-order relations, and natural joins can be represented as typed expressions in programming languages. We have then defined a simple typed language supporting these data structures and have presented a denotational semantics of the language. In order to give semantics t o types, we have proposed a filter model of types. Using this model we have shown that the type system of the language is sound.
In order to develop a practical programming language based on this study, we need to extend the language t o include function expressions. One simple way to do this extension is to define a new language using our language. Let e , a denote expressions and types defined in the previous section. Then a syntax of the extended expressions (ranged over by E ) can be given as:
with the extended types:
C ::= a IC + C.
The extended expressions can be interpreted in a domain satisfying:
where 2) is a domain satisfying (6) and + is the continuous function space constructor. Since the space of filters of a domain is closed under the following function type constructor,
a semantics of the extended types can be also given. We hope that this study provides a basis to implement typed programming languages for partial objects, including languages for databases, knowledge representations, and natural language processing.
